We propose an unbiased, data-driven estimator of the scattering function of random time-varying channels satisfying the usual WSSUS assumption. The estimator allows continuous on-line operation during data transmission, with segments of the data signal serving as sounding signals. A matched filterbank preprocessing stage is used to compensate for the nonideal properties of these sounding signals. The proposed estimator is well suited to fast time-varying channels, and it exploits the underspread property of typical mobile radio channels for a substantial reduction of computational complexity. The performance of the new estimator is assessed by a bias/variance analysis and simulation results.
INTRODUCTION
The scattering function characterizes the second-order statistics of random, time-varying, linear channels obeying the usual wide-sense stationary uncorrelated scattering (WSSUS) assumption [1,2]. An estimate of the scattering function is required or helpful for (e.g.) optimum receiver design [2] - [4] , channel estimation [5] , and performance analysis [6] .
Extending results in [7] , we propose an unbiased, datadriven scattering function estimator for on-line operation during data transmission without a separate sounding procedure. This allows to continuously track the time-varying statistics of practical quasi-WSSUS channels [l] . In contrast to existing estimators [8] - [lo] , our estimator exploits the underspread property of typical mobile radio channels [2, 11] to obtain an efficient implementation.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes some fundamentals. Section 3 reviews the scattering function estimator of [7] . The new data-driven estimator is introduced and studied in Section 4. Finally, simulation results are presented in Section 5.
FUNDAMENTALS
We shall first discuss a discrete-time framework of linear time-varying (LTV) channels and a channel sounding technique related to our estimator.
Discrete-Time LTV Channels
LTV channels are commonly characterized by their timevarying impulse response h(t, T ) (equivalent baseband channels will be considered throughout). For applicability of digital block processing algorithms such as the FFT, we shall use a discrete-time, finite-length framework that is based on the following assumptions:
1. The input signal z ( t ) is bandlimited (bandwidth B).
*Funding by FWF grants P12228-TEC and P11904-TEC. and with respect to T (bandwidth B ) , and (effectively) delay-limited with maximum delay T~~~.
We then obtain the discrete-time input-output relation [12] 3. We consider the output signal y ( t ) on [0, t,,,] .
where H is the LTV channel filter. 
Channel Sounding
We next review a channel sounding technique that motivates the data-driven sounding performed by the new estimator. An elementary channel sounding technique [13] 'For convenience, we assume one-sided m and 1 intervals. Other locations of these intervals can easily be accommodated by a simple shift.
uses as sounding signal an idealized impulse train, i.e.,
, where the block length N is assumed to be an integer multiple of the impulse spacing M . Throughout this paper we shall assume N, 5 M 5 N/Nl, which presupposes the underspread property (3) [7] . Including zero-mean, white measurement noise w[n] with variance NO, the resulting output signal is obtained as 
where wf[n] = (w *f)[n] is the noise filtered by the receive filter. It has been shown in [7, 17] that if the product of maximum Doppler shift NI and length of receive filter Nf satisfies NlNf << NI then the LTV channel filter H and the receive filter f approximately commute. That is, (4) (note that conceptually, we have moved the receive filter to the transmitter side). Hence,
If the impulse responses p[n] and f[n] are chosen such that
will approximate an ideal impulse train. In particular, this will be the case if p[n] is a maximum-length pseudonoise sequence and if we use a matched receive filter
becomes the autocorrelation of p[n].
AN UNBIASED SCATTERING FUNCTION
Application of the pulse-compression sounding described above to fast time-varying channels requires a small receive filter length Nf in order to satisfy the "commutation condition" NlNf << N . However, a small Nf results in poor pulse compression and, hence, systematic sounding errors. Even larger sounding errors may be encountered with data-driven estimation (see Section 4). A scattering function estimator that compensates for non-perfect virtual sounding signals has recently been proposed [7] . We shall briefly review this estimator since it will provide the r=o ESTIMATOR basis for the data-driven estimator to be introduced in
The estimator is motivated by the following relation (cf.
[8]) that follows from y, 
DATA-DRIVEN SCATTERING FUNCTION ESTIMATION
We now adapt the scattering function estimator reviewed above to data-driven operation where a local segment of the data signal z[n] serves as sounding signal. This segment is assumed known to the receiver (during start-up, the data symbols are known; during normal operation, it is assumed that they have been detected). We shall 
Data-Driven Channel Sounding
Let the receive filter f [n] be matched to a segment of the data signal z[n] that starts at a current time point n = no and has length Nf, i.e., 
The Data-Driven Scattering Function Estimator
The new data-driven scattering function estimator is motivated by a relation that is analogous to (6) and that will now be derived. 
SIMULATION RESULTS
In order to assess the performance of the proposed scattering function estimators C[m, Z] in (11) and Cd[m, 11 in (N), we simulated a random time-varying channel that corresponds to a system operating at carrier frequency 1.8 GHz with maximum Doppler shift BD = 100 Hz (i.e., maximum velocity 60 km/h) and maximum delay rmax = 7ps. We assumed a sampling frequency of fs = 1 MHz and a sounding duration of about 150ms, resulting in N = 149358, N , = 7, and NI = 15. There were about 6 cf. [7] .) It is seen that &e, is larger than &e, and furthermore &ed is larger for a nonwhite data signal than for a white data signal. 
